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The LTP-1C reactor in operation at 2c i lata hniversity
ha n u sad to conduct training in reactcr opferati.cn, f<
rs ctor physics end engineering, and to provi<
strvici tod fields where tie requirements of I
tigation are vithin the capouili 7 : - raaetor.
The experimental facilities e raaetor nova
vera] reported In graduate student theses) I r,
. e ha^ Involved an Investigation of the neutron flux dic-
tion within the core of the reactor*
"H -10, a heterogeneous | thermal reactor, has a cere
figuration of two fuel eparatec , s graphite in-
ternal reflector. De-ionited light water acts, a c- U i-
r and coolant. The cere is surrounded laterally by a
graphite refit the star lr the aluminum core tanks
provide:- an additional one foot thick reflector for both the
tcp and bottom of the fuel slab . ral reds, located
adjacent t the core and is side the reflector, vary the re-
activity. Tne tvv safety red", located at the norl t and
utheast corns in . igure 1 (a), . o..t oe completely
the raaetor Is In operation, and the shii -
and the regulatin rod, local t 1 rtheast
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Figure 1. Station designations

The objective of this project was to examine the r.eutron
flux distribution within the south core tank by determining
thf neutron activation of lftdlua foils placed inside the fuel
Bent aseembliei . LifflU U rve) sde in the
cere tank tc provide l tor comparing the neutron
tribution in the t q{ i i , end, in
Loni in both
tic conducted to obtain an evaluation of the ai
thermal neutron flux at a tatJ m Lthin the core.
inv^?.:t.i . nducted ct a reactcr power of 0.1 watt*
and restriction! sed on the control rodi vert that the
iulatin<g rod be completely withdrawn and that thf shin*
fety rod be manually controlled tc regulate the react
power level.

IThe core of the " divided ii





.ve fuel plate paced at a nominal distanci 1 .40 In.
its an .ted in . Lnuffi tan-
confines the flo\ of the light water recder at r- coolant through
the fuel a The limits ice available in the cere
ron detector may be located on ^uireraent
ersion f the detector in water while the reactor is
5n operation ict the choice of I etectc T* I
thin foil txen»activatlon di is c Lble
v.ith t, Ltions, I ar. The foils offer certain
distinct advantcu , among which ai
(a) iall sizt permit* theli ^irect into
the core, and only i 11 correction is required
to account for their disturbance f tl ./.
of the if thi ster inside the
special difficulty.
(c) lexibility in btatlons tc ba
• ir. the core it permitted with th< foils,
ch thf y fc ; n a - ;
« i .: observations throi t the cor< an1
comparison with foil detectors, some direct readiuo device

. h as a .miniature ion ch lid involve -:-r-
ie insta : within the core and increase the difficulty
ci determining the position of the detecUr within the cort.
eutron activation of gold end indium toils has been
widely investiyated as a u.eans of determining the thermal
neutron flux in a reactor, Price (lib) discusses the iunda-
entai use of toil neutron oetectors. The oasic nuclear
reaction ot neutrons with indium is
lib 1 rr 116n n [n c~ . r.
+ o .^49 „v bO f p
1 1 (•
In exists in a metastable state and a ground state with
respective halt lives ot 54.0 min« and 13 sec; however)
ay of in x
r
" clone can be detected alter waiting a few
minutes for the short lived In to decay to an inconse-
11S
ntial level. Other reactions of fast neutrons w.itn In *u "
nay complicate the decay schemes ? but the 54,0 in. period
can be counted almost exclusively.







_. <h _ f
company! no, the \> decay ot is the n ci O.c e\
y radiation. (14) has preferred to use a y radiation

detector in order to reduce the effect! oi foil self-
absorption of y radiation as compared w ith the absorption of
radiation. Klema and Ritchie (7) T radiation
both Indium and gold foils in their in n of thermal
.tron flux measurement 3n graphite.
'urine the period from 1935 to 19*7 o tudy c(
thermal neutron determination -sade at North American
Aviation | Inc.i ey, California. * report of thi dy
gives <m overall view of the ba*ic problems. It Part I,
enfielri ft al . (t) di cusi indium fell to
cadmium rat nc! the pertinent correction factors Involved.
'
lt t al . (8) report the effects of thickness r slf-
atteringi -.elf-absorption, and back* csttering of r . partlcj
from indium foil. Greenfield et al . (6) conclude the report
th a discussion of dete lute thermal neutrcn
flux with the Absolute specific disintegration rate of indium
foils. The technique involved $ parti i ountinc in a
ndewless proportional counter with 2* rtry.
correction oi the observed acti induced In gold
and indium foil has been the subject oi many investigation
3 and Bethe (3) nave developed theories foi
ffect of the .neutron detector in a diffusion medium.
cme'i theory was developed for a thin disc and includ
ths effects of foil self-shielding and flux depre. in the
oil -n medio
.
the'* theory was developed for the flux

perturoaticn of spherical detectors, but Tittle (17, hi
modified the theoretical development and has shown expert*
ventally that it can be applied to thin disc absorber .
Ritchie and lldridge (12) present a theoretical discussion
in extension of Bothe's and Skyr&e'i theories. la (14, p.
78) briefly reviews the findings of several ether investiga-
tions end contributes hit ewfi data for gold foil in a graphite
derator. Kunstadter (9) presents corrections to be applied
to the activity of neutron activated, ceo -covered indi
foils | and Martin (10) discusses these corrections for both
gold and indium foils. or the most part, the investigation
have confirmed Bothe's theory; however, Thompson (i6), ex-
peri men ting with indiuse foil in graphite, has obtained ex-
perimental results in closer agreement with Skyrfte'a theory
than with Bothe's theory, ritch and Orummond (4) have
obtained experimental results for the neutron flux perturba-
tion of indiuui foil in water, and their data support Dothe'
theory. la stateisient prefacing his review of the literature
ia (14, p. 78) remarks appropriately!
ft sewewhat confusing impression arises from the
different conclusions drawn by authors when they
compere similar experiments with the existiro
theories. This is generally due to a lack of
agreement or. the definition of flux perturbation.
Also, the different theories do net give the same




A 9 1 acti *lty » g.
A cific foil activity, saturated, cp;./g.
s
Saturation activity from epitherrnal neutron'
,
cpa./f .





.turaticn activity fiorr. thermal neutralist corrected
1 . i t lux dapraa a i or-, , opr; . /g
.
Cd) Total saturation activity cf cadmium-ccvered foil,
c pfc . /g
.
dftiuffi rat'
d rber average thickness-, cm.
Cadmium correction factor
.
. u* perturbation factor
in ral logarith-
ms erved nuclear events, count
ved decay rate , cp
Averace decay rate of radionuclide, cost,
itial decay rate cf foil at reactor shutdown, eg .
r Absorber radius, cm.
r. round countinc rate , Cpa,
rv*d •.vunil'.v. iatf, cpffl,




' nting rate < f standard source at tlr: ; e of observe
tion of foil, cpa.
T 11 irradiation time, sin.
t Tlrae, ffiin.
t Time at which the averac* observed decay rate i
applicable
me at the beginning cf observation
t« Time at the end of reservation
ft Lght»
Probability that a neutron uill be absorbed in a
single traversal of a detectwr
Time interval of observation, min.
1 apeed time alter beginning of observation, ruin.
Radioactive decay constant, min."
X Tran-pcrt rTiean free path in moderator, c
^th Thermal neutron flux, n/c; . <**#€.




-eutrcn detector- In the core ond thermal column -re
j.diu. toils of reported purity 99.97' . The foils were
^are and 0.002 in. thick (35. C ;.g./cns. )| each foil
to an accuracy of 0.1 mg.$ the average weight oei;
0.0354 9. The gold foil* U;.ed to calibrate the activity -
the indium were circular, .5 in. diameter, »nd 0.001 in.
thick. They vero weighed to an accuracy of 0« . » the
average weight being 0.0639 9. The indium i^ils. v.ere v. rapped
in aluminum foil ( 0.0017 cm, thick) to protect them during
irradiation in the reactor, however, no protective cover was
required {or the gold loll .
diation Doteotion Equipment
nuclear-Chicago @fte ilow detector, fcodel ..-4/,
equipped with a micromil window . 1 od to detect the
^
radiation froru the activated foils. The detector and foil
were enclosed i:. a lead .-.hi old to reduce the oackoiound
counting rate. The output pulse of the detector was amplified
through a i.uciear-Chicagc Model D47P preamplifier and *a<
re^i <>tered on a nuclear-Chicago decade scaler, .v.odel iS6-, .

il
Thi-. particular combination of detector* preamplifier* and
^pcade scaler had been previously calibrated witl gold foJ
ivat^r1 ir. a kn: : thermal neutron fiu>. Operating condi-
tions f thf radiation detect' equipment
(a) Preamplifier gain -- b
(b) Decade ccaler
: I ltaof — 2100 vol ti
input sensitivity -- 2,5 lllivolts
(e) as f J 'etectcr
ta pressure --5 p$i-
. tandard Radiation ';.curce
uranium standard source was used to detect snail varie<
tions in the responsi of the detection equipment bet
successive days' . crvatior. . The source wis ark<- that
the physical try cf the ^curce within the lead shield
could be kept constant.

General
^utron activation of indium foil v. as selected as the
method for obtainina the relative flux distribution in th<&
core. The cadmium ratio obtained at selected static.
permitted the calculation of the indium saturated thermal
activity. This activity was expressed In terms of thermal
neutron flux by comparison with the activity of a gold foil
used to determine the thermal neutron flux in the thermal
column, yore detailed discussion of these procedures appears
in the subsequent sections.
Selection of Stations in the Reactor
. ive basic stations were selected along the vertical
length of the fuel plates, the center station falling on the
centerline of the fuel within the plat' Two stations were
selected near the top and bottom of the plates at a distance
of 9 in. from the centerline. These stations were 3 in.
Inside the outer limits of the fuel inside the cladding.
inally, two intermediate stations were selected at a dis-
tance of 4.5 in. from the centerline. The external stringer
on the dummy fuel assembly (figure ?) shfe the location of
the five vertical stations on one fuel plate.




ore observations were desired in the south cor« tank
than in the north core tank because of the more stable
operating conditions existing in the south tank. artificial
operating conditions were imposed to that the regulating rod
i completely withdrawn and remained stationary during the
run; i ,uently, there was no variation of the cere
geometry 5n this region. ever* the position of the shi :
-
tafety rod had to be varied to control the reactor, and this
position varied between successive runs, as seen in Table 1.
ce this variation in core geometry was unavoidable, fewer
observetio; re desired for the north core tank. An addi-
tional requirement to have- more observations 5n the
immediate vlcinit) of the control rods in order to detect any
influence that they may have had on the flux distribution in
the core. I aterai stations were selected in accord with
these requirements. jure 1 (a) illustrates the notation
fox designating these stations, and the stringer inside the
dummy fuel assembly ( -igure 2) shows a typical location of
the foils ithin the assembly.
^ince the data could not be obtained simultaneously for
all stations, two additional stations vert: selected within
the thermal column. Station A v.as a circular depression
located 48 in. from the south end of the central stringer in
the thermal column. station B was a similar circular depr* -
-ion located 50 in. from the south end of the stringer 6 in.

i. Heact rating conditio
:
"£
. d crater .3eg. x 4. . rod Ccram
un 1962 timp. i Tf. ltion iticn ti
In Out in. in. v a -
i L-16 08 81 6.2 1112 C.5
321 1-16 89 62 5.8 6. / i6 .5
w 1-22 88 82 0.0 7.4 1619 0. i
-39 89 62 •it 4.6 12 1
5 33 1-29 87 81 1 ut 4.4 1700 0.1
6 335 1-31 38 83 ut 5.9 (•929 .1
/ .38 -c 87 81 ut 4.5 931 .1
8 340 2-5 88 62 'it 4.7 0942 .1
341 -5 89 83 ut 4.8 it r
10 342 2-6 88 83 ut 5.0 1108 0.1
11 344 2-7 90 83 ut 4.9 1024 0.1
12 2-/ 87 83 cut 4.8 1129 .1
34/ 2-9 84 t$ CUt 4,4 L137 C.l
14 346 86 ^Ut 4.8 0950 0.1
15 359 3-15 93 81 ut 4.7 I1C0 .1
16 361 3-19 86 86 ut 4.0 1611 .1
361 3*19 83 83 cut .4 1 706 .1
18 362 3-21 87 86 out 4.0 1058 0.1
3-21 86 cut 4.0 1153 .1
365 3-23 86 85 ut .2 1043 0.1
21 367 3-28 88 88 out 4.0 1110
367 3-28 88 87 out 4.0 1152
369 3-29 8/ 87 cut 6.0 1004 .1
24 369 3-29 86 85 out 3.8 1051 .1
25 3-30 86 86 ut 4.0 1024 .1
3/2 4-2 87 87 'it 4.0 56 1.1
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immediately belc. the central stringer in the thermal column.
: igure 1 (b) i the positions of the^e triggers in the
thermal column. oils were irradiated in these standard
stations in each run to permit the data of successive runs
to be corrected to one common basis..
:ii Irradiation in the Core
The prepared indium foil ere taped to rigid Plexiglass
tringer.) 3/16 in. x 5/8 in. x 36 in., and suspended in the
core between the fuel plates. No more than six foil ere
placed in the core at any one time; the minimum separation of
any two of the foils «-*as, in one case, 3.3 in. t>ut in excess
of 9 in. in ail ether cas* To maintain a constant reactor
geometry near the south core tank, the regulating rod was
..pletely withdrawn foi each run, and the reactor was con-
trolled manually .-ith the ;fety rod. The reactor
operator attempted to maintain a reactor period of 30 sec.
while bringing the reactor up to a pcv.er of 0.1 watt* /-fter
reaching this power level, the reactor was continued in
operation for 15 min. before being shut down by a scram.
In addition to following the starting procedure described and
timing the period of irradiation, the activity of the foils
in the thermal column gave a measure of the integrated flux
received by the foils in the core.
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To obtain cadmium ratios in the core, the foils were
enclosed In sheet cadmium 0,010 in. thick, taped to the
Plcxigla "ringers, and irradiated under the seme condi-
tions as the bare foils.
> bservation of oil Activity
The activated foils were removed from the stringers and
&tripped of the protective aluminum cover. The foils, were
placed on an aluminum support plate in the lower shelf of the
lead chamber f and core was taken to place each foil in the
bast geometrical position within the chamber. The ji decay
was observed for a sufficient period of time to attain a
statistical accuracy of 1% or better. Moat of the foils were
sufficiently active so that only a t« o-minute observation was
required. The total events recorded on the decade scaler and
the times of beginning and ending the observation were
recorded. The standard source v.a& observed both before and
alter the activity of the foils was measured to ensure that
there was no malfunctioning equipment*
alibration of Indium Foil nctivity
Both b»T6 and cadmium-covered indium ioils were activated
at station A in the thermal column. The gold foils were
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irradiated for 20 minutes fit a reactor power of 20 vatts in
rder tc ensure that there was sufficient activation for
accurate observation of the jj decay. The bare indiura toil
irradiated for 15 minutes at a reactor power of C.l
watt; however j the cadmium-covered itdiu.?i foil was irradiated
for IS minutes at a reactor power of l.C watt to attain a
greater level of activation than would be possible at a re-




The activity of each indium foil irradiated in the
thermal column at Stations* A and B vat calculated. The ob-
served activity was corrected for background , radioactive
decay from the time of reactor scram, individual foil weight,
and variation in response of the radiation detection equip-




endix A contains the explanation of the term e in cor-
cr
rectine, for radioactive decay. The term tt~ allows for a.inorb
cr
variation in the response of the proportional counting equip-
ment or for evaluating the performance of the equipment when
one component ha?, been changed, finally, dividino. by the
foil weight, Hf allows for variation in the individual foil
sizes.
The calculation of the specific foil activity involved
selecting a common basis to which to adjust the data of the
different reactor runs. The activities of the two foils ir-
radiated in Stations A and D for each run were compared with
Pun 18 in a ratio defined as
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Ratio, , *3 |J (2)
1,J Ai,j
where i « run number » and j * a,
The selection of Run 18 as a basis for the comparison re-
flected consideration of a representative waiting time among
the observations and a minimum variation between Ratio. and
l ) .
Ratio, B for all the runs. The foil activities and the ratios
are compiled in Table 2. The percent difference between the
Ratios A and 8 in any one run was arbitrarily defined as
Katie. . - Ratio, n
Percent difference * &atio i0° * 3 ^
The normalising factor used to adjust the data to a common
basir. was the arithmetic average of the ratios:







The specific foil activity of all the foils irradiated
in the reactor core was calculated from
A - a u "oyrcallFinc factor 1 „ > (5)N A flux depression factor »
m fe
-\T
c P fT> - / 9- W
where A was evaluated by Equation 1. The term 1 - e""^T
corrected the activity to a saturated level. The flux
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Table 2. i.vr.r.aii>inc tact











r 3 1 i c
1 12.17 1 1 . 58 .0865 0.0950 -9.8 0.
2 10.97 11.26 0.0936 0.0953 -1.6 0.0945
7.092 2.19C .4909 0.4899 0. . 4904
4 2.217 2.411 .4632 C.4450 .9 »454i
5 2.136 2.155 0.4808 0.-9/9 -3.6 ,4694
2. 383 7.486 . 4313 -0.1 .4311
7 2.935 3.090 0.3499 0.3472 .8 . 1>486
8 9.764 7.355 .4536 0.4556 -0.4 " .4546
9 3.320 3.528 0.3093 0.3041 1.7 0.3067
2.261 59 .4542 0.4548 0.0 0.4545
- J. 1.521 1.629 .6754 . 6588 2.4 a
12 2.178 2.270 0.4715 0.4727 *0.2 0.4721
13 2,285 2.363 ,^494 0.4541 -1.0 r .4518
14 2.308 2.358 0.4450 0.4 550 -2.3 0.4500
15 2.228 2.464 .4610 0.4355 5.5 ".44fc2
16 2.280 2.25C ,4504 0.4769 -5.9 " ,4<
17 2.316 2.256 .4430 0.4756 -7,4 .4594
18 1.077 l.r 1.0000 1, 0.0 1.0000
19 2.305 2.325 . 4456 0.4615 -3.6 0.4535
2.244 C.4622 0.4 782 -3.4
132 7.750 481/ .4 /69 1.0 , 4 ?93
24 7.313 2.361 . 4440 0.4545 -2.4 0.4492
25 ^79 2. 313 0.4506 ^e;<9 -2.9 0.4573
26 4p 24
. 530 0.04 tffc 0.0437

ctor for indium foil - ier %as that oiven by
:tch and Drummend (4, p. 16 ~.9j/, and decay con-
stant for inc' ; . -116oi wai . n.~ a hal
in. i by Sti i as ft al . (15
, p, 289) di i ad the correi •' neces
tc calci saturated al activity















value - r, -• L.019 tor Indium ci 35 ac./ci , thlcknt
<./0
xtrapolated froa re 9*17 (Trice, llbf p. 29C ) : : -
.ation 7 ig not valid for indium foils in water. The
radius of a circular foil t one square centimeter area is
0.564 cm. j and this ditaen^ion i c. not very much different fi
for water, 0.425 cm. Ccnj ly. no correct!'
- the flux perturbation, , , of the cadmiurr.-covered indiu
LI in water. a calculations thai oi

" 1 < n \Kyj
rt re
runt in the baj - ; i . - .over-
and t l ratios de 3,
foil le the theraal
flux in reacts on the comparison
saturated thermal activities of cold and inriiur; foils ir-
diated In th€ thermal column at Station - e activities
of the gold foi n - >rrected much the saaae as previously
stated for the indium foils. The specific foil activit,
Lcwlated .uatiens 1 and !>, in which the flux de
;
• not ; and th€ deccy c
-4
-i
l r' Kin* based on a half life, cf 2,70 day? listed by
Str< al . (i% p. 11* Ire factor f for cad
/ered gold foil was 1.01 (Martin, 10, p. 52).
ted the aacrs 1* c absorption cross tion oi ;. ir
-I5.83 cai. . - rrected to obtain the effective ca
tion at fore determining a frets the graph presented
p. 288) . p rturbatJ c n, . ' ,
.culated us:.:. ^uatioi . Lng the ua^ic relationship






th ^ A - " ' ^
iLd: cpm./«. (11)
the gold foil saturated thermal activity, corrected for flux
perturbation, was determined. Then the thermal neutron flux
at Station A *as calculated from the relation
th
« A*
t ^ ~ n./cre/-sec. (12)
cr
where K * 2.1284, a calibration constant for the
radiation detection equipment to
convert the geld foil saturated
thermal activity in cpm./g. to
units of neutron flux
and S 24,045 cpm. , the activity of the ttandard
cr
uranium source at the time
cf calibration.!
The results of the calculations showed that the thermal
neutron flux at Station a-. 3.890 x 10'n/cm. -sec. for a
reactor power level of 20 watts. It was assumed that the
flux at Station A decreased linearly with the reactor power
level. .»ith this assumption the thermal flux at 0.1 watt
5 2power was 1.945 x 10 n/cra. -sec.
The calculation of the saturated thermal activity of the
indium foils at Station A was identical to that for the gold
foils v ith the exception of the constants which pertain to
Danofeky, Richard A., Ames, Iowe, Calibration of the
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the type of foil beinn used. It was a? turned that the effect
of a square foil detector on the flux perturbation would be
the same as that of a circular foil of the <±dme area. The
radius of an equivalent circular Indium foil was then 0.564
cm. Baucom (2» p. 199) listed the macroscopic absorption
cross section ior In as 7.3C cm." . This value was corrected
to obtain an effective cross section for the absorption of
neutrons. Equation 11 «vas used to determine the saturated
thermal activity of the indium foil •* 5.580 x 10 cpm./g.
This activity of the foil corresponded to the thermal flux
of 1.945 x 10 % n/cm. '-see. at station , The thermal neutron
flux at stations within the core then scaled directly fr©»
the relationship
* IV* •
0.3486 A . thermal n/cm. -sac* (13)
The results of the calculations for the thermal neutron
flux appear in Taole 3$ however, these data are inconclusive
to the extent that no correction was made for the flux
perturbation of cadmium-covered indium foils in water.
Operational commitments of the iTk-10 reactor prevented a
more thorough survey of the cadmium ratios in the core.
Mantf-i a comprehensive vie* of the thermal neutron flux
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Table 4. uplicated data for specific foil activity
Station Specific foil tference Percent
activity between difference
A A and between
6 6 ^ &n<*
10 Cpffl./g. 10 cpm./g. percent of A
















N5(9W)-3 4.96 4.97 -cvn
S4(5v)-3 '









S6{5#)-3 4.21 4.24 -0.03
distribution in the core was not obtained.
Two reactor runs which duplicated twc previous runs were
made to investigate the degree to which the data could be
reproduced. Table 4 shows the stations and a comparison of
the specific foil activity of the original run in Column A
with that of the duplicate run in Column In the south
core tank, Run 24 was the duplicate of ;-tun 11. The percent
difference between these two runs varied more widely than ex-
pected on the basis of the statistical counting accurac>.
The data obtained in the north tank vary even more. The

marked variation here is attributed to the difference in
operating conditions of the reactor. ^un 25 attempts to
duplicate the results of nun 5, but the proximity of the
shim-safety rod and the difference in its position in the two
runs, Table 1, have undoubtedly created the large disparity.
It is noteworthy that there is a larger difference in shi -
safety rod positions for i^uns 11 and 24 in the south core
tank, but the effect on the activities there *as net appre-
ciable because of the 24 in. distance separating the control
rod from the nearest point of the tank and the generation of
neutrons in the north core tank.
The accuracy of the results compiled in Table 3 as
primarily influenced by the manner of selecting a norfnaiirir
factor, the accuracy of some of the constants u?ed In the
calculations, reactor operator technique in conducting the
run, and the omission of a factor for the flux perturbation
of cadmium-covered indium foils in water. 01 these itemc,
the normalizing factor presents the greatest error. Next in
order of magnitude is the omitsion of I ., for the calculation
of the thermal neutron flux in the core. Although the litera-
ture contains relatively abundant material about flux depres-
sion of neutron detectors in a graphite moderator, very little
discussion involving a vvater moderator was found. Heactor
operator technique in starting the reactor and maintaining a
fixed power manually and the accuracy of the constants
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Evolved in the calculations were the least sources of error.
The observed data, the normaliying factors, and the associated
standard deviations are presented in Appendix
il the calculations .vere carried to five significant
figures, although some of the constants were given only to
three significant figures; the tabulated result? are rounded
to four significant figures in Table 2, which contains the
intermediate data used in subsequent calculations. In Taole
3 the final results of the calculations are correct to three
significant figures.
The specific foil activities in Table 3 have been plotted
in a series of graphs to illustrate the neutron flux distribu-
tion In the reactor core, i igure 3 ihows ho* the flux in the
south core tank changes in the direction of the X and Y axe
in a plane of constant '-' value. Comparison of the three
parts shows that the neutron flux lacks • >mn;etry with respect
to the vertical centerline of the core tank. This effect is
more clearly demonstrated by the curve* fox tation 3 at
the horizontal centerline of the fuel assembly than for sta-
tions 1 and 5 at the top and bottom of the fuel assembly.
;
-rom the outer edge of the tank tov.ard the centerline, the
flux increases more rapidly in the *est half of the tank than
occurs in the east half. Although the maximum points of the
curves are not veil defined by observed data, the relative
magnitudes of the flux in fuel assemblies ind A indicate

:that the naxlroum H< in the vertl al
aterline b< and 4. The ant'.- Ji -
tributlon ef the ilux with respect t La centerline
ributed to tha Influenc < ! ty r The s ;
the regulating xcc i*., 2 in, k 2 in. x 1/6 in.» where*
1 in. x 3 in. 6 in. (1).
greater i int of Boral in the safet, rod depress
flux on the east side of the tank at iuel assemblies S4 t o!>»
and 56, 7. ' ffect is evident to a much less degree at fcl
f the core tank at ? .ions 5W and r: Lgur< 3 (b)
difference in the magnitude of the ilux at the top and
bottom cf the fuel assembly re marked then I Ident In
3 (a and c) and indicates lack cf a etricel di -
tribution about the horizontal centerline of the fuel
fibly.
There are three data poinl I . n In re 3 that i-
considered In error •• 1 irt b and or
»« thi i < I nt ui in t 13, : the
rial thr' btained in the same rui
satlsfactor> results, .n foil run hi
baer\ - the ,. il counter a ecked L1
standai , i 2 hunting rat andai
fcd. n of the equipment rev< at the regu-
had i alien
thereby - the data e.
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the foils from Station: A and 3 were the last foils of the
run to be observed, the normalizing factor was greater than
it should have been. Consequently, the specific foil activ-
ities were too high for part of the data and apparently con-
tent for the remaining data of Run 13,
Igure 4 shows the flux magnitude in the south core tank
in the direction of the " and Y axes in a plane of constant X
value, oince only the three data points were obtained, the
shape of the curve is inconclusive, and only the relative
magnitudes cf the flux ere intended to be shown, igure 5
shows the *ame type of information for stations in the east
half of the fuel assembly; however, these points were obtained
from the curves of I igure 3 and do not represent observed
data. The inconsistency of the data obtained in Run 13 is
again evident in .igure 4.
jrely by circumstance, the stations cho- en in the fuel
tmblies at S6(5W) and Sl(5£) were immediately adjacent to
dummy fuel plates in the assembly. fortunately the data
are not sufficient to determine the influence of the absence
of fuel in this region; however, igure 3 and icjure 4 show
no marked change in the flux as a result of the dummy fuel
plates.
urphy, Glenn, Ame&, Jowa. fuel inventory of the
UTH-10 reactor. Private communication. 1962.
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Figure 6 thowi the change in the flux In the direction
of the Y and axes at a constant value of X. Although the
;..agnitudes of the flux are much the same, there i& yet indi-
cation of the lack of symmetry with respect to the horizontal
axis through the tank. The fuel assemblies 34 and 06 exhibit
noticeable anti -symmetry , but the data for l>5 are inconclusive
a result of the faulty data of Run 13.
igure shows the flux distribution in the north and
south core tanks at stations adjacent to the control rods
and provides a comparison of the flux magnitude in the two
tanks. At the top of fuel assemblies NX| H2j sn6 N9 the flux
is greatly depressed in relationship to the flux at the bot-
tom of the assembly, and the contrast *ith the conditions in
the comparable fuel assemblies in the south core tank is
marked. This effect is attributed to the proximity of the
shim-satety rod and Its action as a neutron sink, because cf
the varying position of the shim-safety rod in successive
runs, the shape of the curves drawn foi the north core took
is somewhat questionable , but the relative magnitudes should
be representative of the actual conditions in the tank. Table
5 assists in comparing the flux magnitude in the two tanks.
The specific foil activities in comparable stations near the
control rods are listed vertically to provide a ready refer-
ence. At all stations in the north core tank the ilux is











































the greatest contrast is shown between the flux levels along
the horizontal centerline of the cere tanks. The data do not
permit determining whether the flux depression is caused
solely by the presence of the shim-safety rod or if, in ad-







Figure 3. Neutron flux distribution in the south core tank
(a) Z stations, 3 east and 3 west
(b) Z stations, 5 east and 5 west
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Pigure 6. Neutron flux distribution in the south core tank
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The investigation of the neutron flux distribution in
the core of the UTR-10 reactor at Iowa State University has
bwn conducted using indium foils as a neutron detector. The
restrictions placed on the reactor control rods were that the
regulating rod was completely withdrawn and that the reactor
power of 0.1 watt was controlled manually with the thim-safety
rod. rom a study of the activation of the foils in the core,
it was evident that the neutron flux distribution in the south
core tank was not symmetric with respect to either the verti-
cal or horizontal centerlines of the tank. Comparing the
specific foil activities in comparable stations of the north
and south core tanks, it was apparent that the flux distribu-
tion wai not symmetric between the t^o tanks, the flux in the
north tank being depressed oelow that in the south tank.
The limited survey of cadmium ratios in the core was not
sufficient to permit a study of the thermal neutron flux dis-
tribution. Among those stations for which the thermal neutron
flux was obtained, however, the maximum flux occurred at
Station S4(9a)«3 and was 1.89 x 1C n/cm. -sec.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR t )Y
Since the scope of this project was limited by the time
available to accumulate data, further investigation might be
conducted to obtain a cadmium ratio survey In the south core
tank and to determine the thermal neutron flux there. The
comparison of the thermal flux distribution with the flux
distribution obtained by specific foil activities could be
the basis for an extension of the present project.
An alternative proposal might be to examine the effect
of the regulating rod position on the thermal neutron flux
distribution in the immediate region of the regulating rod.
The investigation could be confined to the three fuel as-
semblies adjacent to the regulating rod and *»ould permit time
for a more thorough inquiry into the effects of the regulating
rod position on the thermal flux.
related project might be to investigate the performance
of the 2>>" gas flow detector ^hen the gas flov rate is varied
from the designed rate. The uranium standard source could be
used to provide a constant level of radiation while the gas
pressure to the metering orifice was varied. The response of
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APPEWDIX Ax CORRECTION Of OBSERVED /CTIV1T
R WAITING Til
The activated foils vere observed at some time t, after
reactor irutdov.r. , and the observation period ended at a time
The total cf observed events, Nf occurred in the time
interval t~> - t,. [ ef ir.ing A * t ? • t,» the average observed
decay rate, K, is then
R 7 ( 14
)
The question then arises as to vhat time in the observation
period was this averaoe decay rate applicable.
et t: * the initial decay rate at reactor shutdown* cpm.
& * the elapsed time after t, at which R is ap-
plicable* min,
the time at which F is applicable, min.








2 R_ e"U dt
X o ) (16)




The average observed decay rate is ther. defined as
B •
-Xt (18)








t « -* In
•Xt
I
1 (-A)(> - J
vf4^-^J (19)
Sinci t « t« + ftf
.1 ln [l - >^1
x L & J :2C;
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xpandinq the exponential term of Equation 20 in an infinite
series,
. . a)
1^ . X . ifci J^ . j|fl (22)
The infinite series expansion for In (1 + x) is
3 4
In (1 + x) » x • ^» ^ rf • j + . . . (23)
Hetaininq all the terms of Equation 22 through the cubic term
expanding liquation 24 in the series approximation o| - Huation
23, retaining all terms through the cubic term, and substi-
tuting in Equation 20,
5 S
2 " 24~ mln# (25)
Equation 25 retains all the cubic terms in the two series
expansions and is valid where \A is a small quantity in com-
parison to one.
The decay constant for In is 0.012836 rain, and

».ub< titutino. thla value In Equation 25,
K
'
* | - A2 (0.CC05348) mln. 6)
ir.ce the time Interval, At »•• !•&?. than ten isinute* in all
observation* of the Indium foil, the observed decay rate is
a* sujmhI to be applicable at the midpoint of the observation
period? the error involved i* less than 3,3 seconds for a U
minute observation.
The decay constant for Au is 1.7828 x 10 n. ,
and , substituting this value in L^uation 25,
b * A . '.428 >• lO"6 A2 <«in.
ain, the time interval of oo&ervation was to short that the
midpoint of the period was considered 9% the time *»han the
observed decay rate %s$ applicable, ror an eleven minute
observation, the error involved is less than 0.C6 second.
ivince tB03t of the observation periods for both the Snd?
and gold fciis *ere two minuter, the second term oi l^uation
25 &•> be neglected. Consequently, the foil activity at th«
tise of observation v*a& corrected for the elapsed tisse between
reactor *.hutdo*n »nd the middle of the counting period.
«hOwn in .".^uation 18
R
*
~ * *re ~ * t i * f (28)
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AF. i> U STATISTICAL ACCURAC r OF DATA
The nuathematlcel relationships pertaining to a Poisson
distribution (as cited in Overman and Clark, 11a, p. 114)
have been applied to the observed data to obtain an indica-
tion of the accuracy attained in the measurement of the foil
activity. Since, in most cases, there was only one observa-
tion for each foil, the standard deviation of the decay rate
was obtained from the relation
• (*) (29)
ror the difference of two quantities, X and Y, each having en
associated error n and <?,..., respectively, the standard devia-
tion was calculated with the expression
2 2*^/2
* {9y* 0/} (30)
To obtain the standard deviation of the product of two inde-
pendent quantities, X and Y, the relationship used in the
calculations was
1/2
• (X Y) ( -¥
-V > (31)
X^ Y^
The standard deviation of the quotient of two independent
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sjuantitie&» X and Y, was calculated from the relationship
2 2





These four basic equations were used to calculate the
standard deviations of the observed data and of the normal-
izinc i actors derived from these data. The results of these
calculations are shown in Table 6, The background rate was
rounded to the nearest integral number before it was suo-
tracted from the observed decay ratei however » deciisal frac-
tions of the decay rates v*ere retained in the standard
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